Composite Outline of the original Vikrama-Charita     Ixvii
In case a Section or Story is dislocated in any recension, or omitted from it, or
added to it,,the facts in detail may be seen at a glance by referring to the Table on
page xii, above.
I.  Frame-story: First Section.   Invocation, and Announcement
of Theme
Invocation.1 Announcement of the theme.2 — On Mount Kailasa
Parvati askt Qiva for a story for her entertainment.3 The god said:
There was a great throne, and supporting it were 32 statuettes, each
of which in turn told a story to King Bhoja. When the goddess 4 askt
about the origin and history of the throne, the god 4 began the story
as follows.
1. Not in MR. 2. Only JR, BR; and in different terms. 3. No mention of
Parvati and Qiva in JR, VarR. In JR the following prelude is not put into the mouth
of any person. In SR the god begins with the story (Section IE) directly at this point,
without any of the following part of the prelude. In VarR the whole prelude, after
the invocation, consists of one brief sentence; see the text. 4. JR: " someone may
ask " — " hear then the account of it."
n. Frame-story: Second Section. King Bhartrhari and the Fruit that
Gave Immortality
City of Ujjayini; x "King Bhartyhari, his beloved wife Anangasena,
his brother Vikramaditya.2 A poor brahman by his devotions won
the favor of Parvati,3 and chose as a boon agelessness4 and immortality.
She gave him a magic fruit, by eating which he was to obtain his wish.
Before eating it he reflected 5 that because of his poverty he could get
no pleasure or profit out of this boon, which would leave him a pauper
for eternity. Considering that if he gave it to the king much good
would result to mankind (vs 70),8 he took it to the king. But the
king loved Anangasena so much that he did not wish to outlive her;
so he gave her the fruit. She however gave it to a groom 7 with whom
she was in love; he to a slave-girl,8 she to a cowherd,9 and he to a girl
who carried cowdung.10 As she was carrying the fruit on the top of
her basket of cowdung, the king saw her, and recognized the fruit.11
The king in astonishment called the brahman, and was assured by
Mm that it certainly was the same fruit.12 So he questioned the queen,13
and discovered the truth. In sorrow and disgust he recited a number
of Stanzas on the faithlessness of women (vss 66, 504) ,u abdicated his

